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The relation between rainfail and water aocumulated in reseivoirs comprises nonlinear feed
backs. Here we show lhat they may generale allemative equilibrium regimes, one of high
water-volume, the other of low water-volume. Reservoirs can be seen as socio-environmen
tal syslems aI risk ol regime shifts, charactehstic of tipping point Iransilions. We analyze data
1 rom stored waler, raintall, and waler inflow and outflow in lhe main reservoir serving the mel
ropolitan area of São Paulo, Brazil, by means of indicators cl critical regime shifts, and find a
strong signal ol a transition. We fudhermore build a malhemalical model lhat gives a mecha
nislic view o! lhe dynamics and demonslrales that alternative stable states are an expected
properly of water reservoirs. We also build a slochaslic version o! this model Ihal 1 ils well lo
the data. These results highlight lhe broader aspect lhat reseNoir managemenl must
account for their inlrinsio bistabilily, and should benefit from dynamical systems theory. Our
case sludy illustrales the cataslrophic consequences ot failing lo do so.
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Introductjon
Complex socio-ecological and socio-environrnentat systems oflen involve interactions between

natural elements and human action (na nonlinear and adaptive way (11. Such systems have
received much atlention [2. 3] recently and may display many of lhe common dynamical fea
tures present in natural systems. 1-fere we wilI be inlerested in the existence of akernative stable
slaces, rcpresunting different possible dynamicai regienes. and transitions between thcm. Thesc
tipping-poinl Iransitions have been weli studied and are common in natural syslems [4].
Desertifecation [5—7] and lake eutrophicalion [8, 9] are only lhe most notable ones among a
plelhora of cases. Characterization of a transition from time-sanes data can be assessed using
indexes related to either return-time tu equilibria or variabilily near lhe tipping point [lo].
These techniques. togelher with modais that encompass the maia features of lhe system, may
be extended lo systems where the interaction with lhe human factor creates lhe possibility of a
certain levei of control or, ai least, of aclion attempting to bHng lhe system lo a situaúon that is
considered desirable. Our attenlion will be focused on lhe dynamics of waler reservoirs, which
has not been studied under this light, and on the charactenization ofalternative stable states
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and associated transitions. We show a case in which Ibese dynamic properties have beca
neglected in lhe management of ore of lhe largesi waler reservoirs iii lhe world, lhe Canlareira
syslem, which serves lhe Melropolilan Arca oíSão Paulo (MASP).
MASP faces ao unprccedented crisis of waler supply. ‘I’his exceptional situation can be rcad
ily seco from lhe plot of lhe volume of waler slored lhe Cantareira system, lhe maio reseivoir
serving the arca, over lhe pasl lwelve years (Fig 1). The volume of waler decreased sharply
from mid-2013 and lhe operational capacily oíthe resen’oir was depleled in July 20)4. Since
then vater withdrawal is dure by pumping of lhe so-called “strategic reserve” or “dead vol
ume”. The São Paulo Vater Company. SABESP, began lo reduce withdrawals in Januaq’ 2014,
and by May 2015 the total out(low was 40% of lhe average values. Addilionally. the last rainy
season (October 2014—Àlarch 2015) provided more rainfall cumpared lo lhe previous two
years. Despile thal, only 15% of total volume had been recovered, and lhe resen’oir remains
operationally exhausted. This siluation seems typical of cataslrophic regime shifts, driven by a
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Fig 1. Rointali, waterflows and volume stored in lhe Cantareira system since 2aM. Upper panei: nolwilhslanding lhe inler-annual trend, a doar
seasonal liuclualion is presenl in lhe raintali (gray) which was fcllowed by lhe volume of slored waler (percenlage cl operalional volume, blue line) unlil mid
2013. From this paiol on. me volume o? walerdecreased lo very low leveIs, vlhoul any seasonal tsend. A recovery o? small ampilude is soer from Feb-May
2015 duo lo reduclion in oulfiow.This is shown in lhe lower paneI: die waterinflcw mIo lhe reservoir (gray) showed seasonal Iluctualions coupledio rainfall.
The resorvoir operators kepl oulllow (blue 1mb) around lhe max:mum average allowed (36 m3 r* exce€ded anlylo avcid ovediaw). Operalors started a
gradual decrease o oudbw lo lhe beginning o? 2014, when lhe operalional volume was dose lo deplelion. Since lhe deplelion ÇJuly 2014), water is available
only by pumping, and oudlow redudion proceeded in a slow pace lilI January 2015, when ii was abwpliy cul by 25%.
doi;10.1371ioumaLpone.0l38278.g00l
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tipping-point transition. In this work, we wilI establish this regime transition on firm grounds
and discuss its consequences. For sake of breviq’, we wiii use Lhe term reservoir to mean a sys
tem of interconnected reselvoirs.
We propose chaL resewoir water-voiume is subject lo drastic regime changes dueto the
underiying bistabiiity of the system. Ristabiiity is the condition in which there are aI ieast two
possible stationary states of a system for Lhe sarne set isf parameters. In our case, the parameter
is rainfali and Lhe variable that may assume two possibie aliernative stabie stales is the volume
ofwater stored lo the resentir. lfthe reservoir is at high leveis the catchment has more stored
water and thus more of the rainfaH wi[I flow into water the resen’oir. On lhe other hand, for
iow water leveis Lhe most obvious change is that much of Lhe water is absorbed by dq’ soil and
thus a iowa proportion of rainfali hecomes stured water in the reservoir. Many othcr factors
may be aL piay and the exact relation between rainfali and the amount of water stored in the
reservoir is an instance of the rainfail-runoff problem in hydroiogy [II]. \VhaL matters for our
discussion is that these feedback mechanisms are drivers of criticai transitions.
Both states, high-ievei and low-levei regime, are resilient in ranges of rainfail and outflow
parameters that may overiap, ieading Lo hysteretic behavior: Lhe paths Lo and from the iow
levei state are not the sarne. Resilience of the high-ievei waLer volume regime may be iost, for
insLance, if the rainfali index falis beiow a certain criticai value, or if the reservoir is over
expioited. The system then transits Lo the low-ievei regime. in a tipping-point transition enLaii
ing a regime shifr. The dramatic side of this fact is that Lhe low-ievei regime is aiso resiiient, 50
either rainfali index has to increase beyond Lhe mentioned critical vaiue, or outflow has to be
reduced drasticaHy in order to produce a backwards transition Lo the high-ievei regime. This
state of affairs prompLs us to characterize Lmnsitions by indexes reiated Lo the critical siowing
down phenomenon [12]. These indexes are usuaHy connected Lo research of early-warning sig
nais of critical transitions. Discussions in recent hterature have raised doubts about how eariy
the signais are j13], but Lhis is notactualiy reievant in the present case, as we are concerned
mainiy with characterization and not anticipation of the transition.
in what foliows we proceed by the íollowing steps: we flrst inspect the daLa Lo establish the
existence of a feedback mechanism; next we iook for indicaLors of criticai transitions in Lwo
steps, first by a quabLative assessment of Lhe data, and second by demonsLrating Lhe existence
oí a peak in the variance characterisLic of near tipping point regions. We then turn Lo a íurther
step by proposing a mathematicai modei for the dynamics of the svstem, in two versions. First,
a deterministic version where ‘ve can undersLand Lhe dynamïcai behavior of rescwoirs. Next,
is’e propose an stochastic extension of Lhe modei, via a stochastic differentiai equation which
can be fltted Lo acLuai data accuraLely and used for short-Lerm extnpoiations.

Model Independent Results
The feedback mechanism
Given a ceflain amounL of rainfafl, how much water wifl effectiveiy flow into Lhe reservoir?
‘rhis is connecLed to the rainfali-runoff problem, central in hydrology. lhe big picture is Lhat
the wetter the catchment the more of the rainfali is converLed in runoffwater [li], that in this
case wiit ffow to the reserwoir. A complete assessment of this siLuaLion invoives modeiing Lhe
rainfafl-runoffreiation in an explicit spatiai setting. considering sou heterogeneities. ternin
and many other variabies. However, in order Lo proceed in a simpier way, we postuiate that the
volume of waLer stored in the reservoir is a surrogate for Lhe drainage basin condition. To verify
that Lhis is a sound assumption, we show in Fig 2 the ratio of water inflow Lo the rainfail in the
CanLareira reservoir as a flinction of Lhe volume, yieidinga clear trend: Lhe higher ±e volume,
Lhe more efficiently Lhe rainfail becomes water flowing into Lhe resenoir.
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Fig 2. Dependence o! the dat(y ratio ol lnflow te mlnfafl on lhe stored water In lhe reservoir. The Cantareira reservoir shows lhe well-known non-lir.ear
Iransferol rainfall lo wnofl. The volume ai waler in lhe reservoir Is a surrogale ai total waler in lhe whole calchment. The higherlhe volume lhe welterlhe
catchment and lhe largerlhe nllowlrainfall ralio. Tho data is the sarne o! Frg 1, wilh each poini corresponding to data for mie day.
doi:1O.l37lIjournal.pone0138278.g002
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Assessmenl of a critical transition
In Fig 3 we show the data for the Camareira reservoir in lhe rainfail vs. stored-water plane. In
normal situations, we would expect lo have nearly closed curves in the upper part of lhe plane.
These curves come from lhe seasonality ofrainfail, which induces similar osciliations in the
water stored iii Lhe reservoir. However, what is seen in lhe plol is that from 2013 no, lhe systein
spins down lo a new cycle on lhe Iowa pan of lhe plane. This lower cycle represenls, again,
seasonal variations, but the volume now osculares around much smaller values. In Lhe inset of
Fig 3 we slrnw what would be lhe resuil obtained from an ordinaq’ differential equation dis
playing bistable behavior, in which Lhe rainfall parameter oscillates in time and has a decreas
ing Lrend, inducing a regime change. Similarities are evident. The speciflc equalions Lhat
generale Fig 3 will be discussed in lhe Malhematical Moi.Jels seclion.
The previous discussion gives a qualitative view of a Iransition, but we would like lo take a
step fonvard and provide a more quantitative assessment. In recent years, several methods for
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detecting eariy-warning signais of cHticai transitions have beco deveioped [lo, 14]. These are
based on the critical siowing duwn phenomenon, implying that the autocorrelation function at
iag one and variance indicators shouid increase near the transition As discussed in [IS], a
sehes of underpinnings cxist concerning Lhe reliabilin’ of Lhcse indicators, which may fali lo
anticipate lhe occurrence of a transition, However, in this work we are interested in characier
izing the regime shift taLher than anticipating ít. lii order te do se, we evaiuated evidence of a
criticai transition with a diffusmon-drift-jump mudei (dcl)). If Lhe time series is iong enough and
has high frequency of observations, this mudei gives iii accurate description of the underiying
process that generates the data [16]. Variations aiong Lime are described as a combination of
instantaneuus changes by deLerministic trends (the driffl, instantaneuus variation (difftisiun)
and occasional uncorrelated changes (jumps). The mudei also aflows tu estimate the variance
conditioned to these componenLs. In theory, this conditionai variance goes to inftnity at bifur
cation points of the underlying dynamics [lo]. We found a ver>’ ciear peak in the conditional
variance near the beginning of2014 (Fig 4). This gives Lhe first characterization ofan indicator
ofcriticai regime shifts for water reservoirs. Running-window statistics iike variance and auto
correiation at Iag one (lei foiiowed the sarne trend.
As discussed in ji 2, critical transitions are better assessed when, together with a statistical
indicator, like the conditionai variance used in Fig 1, a mechanism ieading tu bisiahihty is cvi
dent. The feedback discussed above is the basic mechanism we hypothesize. A fiarther step,
therefore, is to build -a mathematicai mudei that takes into account the feedback and may be fit
ted to the daLa, and show Lhat it exhibits bistabihty. This is what Içe present in the next seclion.

Mathematical modeis for reservoir dynamics
Deterministio model
The change in time of stored-water volume in a reservoir is determined by inflow and outflow
rates. Outflow raLes are a consequence of management decisions. inflow comes uitimateiy from
rainfafl through a set of hydroiogicai processes. This ieads lo ali equation oíthe form:
(1)

where Vis Lhe volume oíwater stored in the reservoir, s(V) is the outflow cate and r( V,R) is the
inflow rate, with R a measure of the rainfali. We now discuss these terms separateiy.
Outflow. We assume that withdrawai of water is managed and saturates te a maximum,
5rn when the stored volume is high, but is reduced as water becomes scarce (which coWd be
done both te prevent complete disaster or due te Lhe difflcuity iii pumping water from low lev
eis). Such assumption is reaiistic for the cantareira system: whiie stored volume wus above 33%
waLer withdrawais osciliated around 36 m3 sl, according tu Lhe maximum quota set by Lhe
liraziban Water Agency, ANA (Fig 5). As the volume dropped outflow decreased because ANA
pushed the maio resen’oir operator SABESP te cut down wiLhdrawals. To modei this situation
we use the foilowing simpie form:
s(V)

(2)
=

where K is the volume of water at which the withdrawai is reduced te sI2. li is a measure of
how cautious the vaIer management is.

lnflow. As aiready impiied in the notation r(V,R), inflow depends not only on rainfail, but
aiso on volume. As discussed above, we propose that inflow is higher for higher volumes. A
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simple assumption is thus:
r(v,R) =

í•RV

(3)
O

where a, O </3< 1 and O < y

,if V< V
.

othenvise.

1 are phenomenologicai parameters. We also introduced a

maximum volume for the resen’oir, V,,.. Once it is attained, no increase in stored water is
possible and excess iniiow is released downstream through a spillway.
Putting everything together, we come to the fol]owing differential equation:
dv

s17

(4)

if V < Vm,. lf v> Vm, the second term on the right-hand side is zero. Eq (4) is nol meani to
be a fui] model of ali hydrological processes, but rather a description of the basic dynamical fac
tors affecting the volume of water stored in a resen’uir. ln spite of its simpliciw, a stochastic
version of it fits very well to observed data, as wilI be seco below.
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lfthe rainfall is constant over time, Eq (4) lias cilher one ar tw’o stable ftxed points, depend
ing on the value ofR. Fig 6 shows the general situation, assuming speciflc values for the param
eters. The exisence of a bistability region is clear.
The existence of Lhe bistability region depends essentially on the fact that inflow is depen
dent on the volume. The íorm of the outflow term is not essential: ali that is required is that it
goes to zero as V goes to O and that il satuntes at sume value. lhe existence of a maximum vol
ume is, from the mathematical viewpoint. a form of avoiding arbitrarily 1-arge volumes.
Obviously, in real situations R is not constam. lt lias clear seasonal variations and may be
subiect to long-term trends. Solutions, in this case, viIl not tend to a constant value. Bistability
;s’fll be reflected in the existence of diíferent regimes, corresponding to oscillations around the
fLxed points of the time-independent problem, as long as the seasonal vaHations and trends are
not too large. In Fig 7 an example is shown, with R = R0(.l + a sin(2nftfl(.i bt). We also plot
the solution as a curve in Lhe VxR-plane (inset of I-ig 3), showing the distinctive feature of
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a = 0.4, f= 0.4 and b = 0.01. Ali the olher pararneters are the sarna as in FigB. The parametdc plot V(t)xR(t)
for this solution is given in the inset aí Fig 3.
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oscillations ia the upper part. spinning down on a shod Lime scale to the lower part. This pat
tem is present also in the obsen’ed relationship beNveen rainfali and stored volume in Lhe res
ervoir (main panei of Fig 3).

Stochastic model
la order to compare theo’ to data we need to take a further step and allow for stochastic fluc
tuations. This Ieads us lo coosider lhe following slochaslic differential equation:
dv

=

(R v

—

E) dt + cv dw

(5)

where E is the outflow of water (m7 s), R is the mean rainfall in the previous 30 days (mm)
and W is ae standard Wiener process. The term cVdW expresses an instantaneous stochastic
Gaussian noise in the slored volume, with zero mean and standard deviation proportional to
the slored volume. We also assume that lhe observed values of stored volume foliow a Gaussian
distribution wilh mean value equal to Lhe expected value of the stochastic equation and ao
unknown slandard dcvjalion r. The reason tu lake R as a 30-day mean is empirical: volume
does not respund instantaneously to rainfall, and complex hydrological processes lend tu
spread effects over time. This non-localitv in time is encompassed by taking a mean rainfall
over a certain peflod. The period itself (30 days) is justified a posteriori as the one giving the
best fit to data.
Eq (5) keeps the deterministic skeleton from the previous discussion, at the same time
allowing us to tak-e v, R, E and inflow from time-series of recorded data for the Cantareira res
en’oir. We recali that our model predicts catastrophic sbifts hecause water inflow depends on
Lhe stored volume, which creates a feedback mechanism. To evaluate the support provided by
data to this hypothesis, we evaluated a competing modei in which inflow depends only on
rainfall:
dv

=

(nR

—

E)dt + avdW

(6)

.

The dataset are the time series of daily inflow, outllow, rainfall, and stored water volume.
The model provided good fits for time spans up to one year. Tn this paper we focused on the
last 365 of lhe timeseries (May3l 2014 to May 312015). Because simultaneous fitting of alI
five parameters (a, fl,y,c and ) did not converge, or provided unreasonable estimates, we cali
brated both modeis in 3 steps:
1. The observation error was conservatively estimated from trajectory matching [17].
2. The exponent y was estimated as the slope of a Gaussian linear regression of reselwoir arca
in fljnction ofreservoir volume in log scale.

3. Panmeters a, fi and a were estimated with Bayesian particle filter [IS] modified by [17].
Eq 5, which describes expected water inflow as a funetion of rainfall and current slorcd vol
ume, provided a much more plausible fit to the observed time series (log-likelihood ratio:
12.11, Table 1). The model Lhat does not take into accouot Lhe effect of volume on inflow (Eq
(6)) underestimated the stored volume ia most of Lhe period, and did nol predict the increase
and further stabilization of stored volume since Februa’ 2015 (Fig 8). The better fit of Eq (5)
supports Lhe hypothesis lhat Lhe ratio of inflow lo rainíall depends on the volume. This feed
back is caused by the inleraction benveen raíofall and stored volume, a surrogate of the hydro
logical state of the calchmenL This, in turn, substantiates our slatement about the existence of
alternative states due lo a feedback process.
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Table 1. Estimales o! parameters and Log-likelihood (LL) for two competlng models lo predlct the changes in stored water volume In Cantarelra
reservoir. The model that descdbes water intlow as a function ei rainlail and stered waler (f(ran,voIume). Eq (5)) had a much higher bkelihood and lhus pravides a much more plausiblo descdplien o! lhe time sedes.
Model

a

Eq (5)J(rain,volume)

-

5.998
392494.3

-

1.043

—

Eq (6):f(rain)

0.926

y

a

0.590

0.00231

—

0.00945

LL

-

-

3.2x107

-6676,0

3.2x107

4688.1

doi:1D.1371/jou ma 1. pane .0 1 38 278 .1001

Conciuding remarks
We have demonstrated that the dynamics of the volume of water stored in a resenoir is subject
to abrupt regime shifts and hysteretic behavior. These results follow from: (1) a qualitative
assessment of the dynamics; (ii) a quantitative evaluation si indexes characterizing regime
shifts; (iii) a modeling approach that gives a mechanistic view of the dynamics; and (iv) a fit of
a corresponding stochastic model to the data.
These results ti-ave serious significance for water reservoirs management. Resilience of the
normal operating conditions may be lost under drought cenditions in favor of a new low water
leveis regime, which is itseif resilieni under a range of externa) conditions. Recovery of the nor
mal condiüon can, thus. be difficult, and may demand potentially extreme measures. These
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FlgR. Time series o! cbserved and predlcted stored water volume In lhe Cantarelra reservolr system. The black tine shows ffie observed time sedes
which are daily records trem 2014.05-31 te 2015-05-31. The orar.ge tines and shaded areas show Lhe expecled tralectories and Bayesian credibilty nlerqal
trem a mathematical modelo! obsoNod inttow as tunctien ol raintall (Eq (6)). The bius tines and shaded areas shew lhe expeeted values and intervals trem a
modelei inflow as a tunclion ei both rainfatt and lhe stored volume (Eq (5)). Trajectodes and inteivals were catcuialed from 5000 numerical simutaltons o!
each nadeI, with parameters sampled trom the posterior distdbution cl lhe Bayesian padicle tilter eslimalion.
doi:l0.1371oumal.pane.0138278.g008
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measures are those that allow for decrease in Lhe outflow of the reselvoir, representing a possi
ble burden to populations seiwed by lhe resetwoir. ‘Fhis implies lhat cautious management of a
resen’oir should avoid lhe regime shift. The major question then becomes: how to achieve such
management? We have taken a flrst step here, identifying Lhe need to acknowledge the polen
tia! for such catastrophic transitions. Under this perspective, early warning signals of caia
strophic regime shifts are a possible avenue to taclde lhe problem in the absence ofdetailed
hydrological data, but the extenL of their predictive power has yet Lo be ascertained.
Studies iii valcr resources have inainly favored full-blown modeis tu depict the ever increas
ing understanding of hydrological processes [II]. Nevertheless simple mathematicai descrip
tions of lhe flrsl principies that operate in catchments also proved to be useful both in fitting
data and understanding lhe undcrlying mechanisms [II, 19]. We followed this synthetic
approach lo propose a modei akin to those used in sysLem dynamics. Our models are a bare
to-the-bones description on how rainfall turns into stored water in a reservoir. In doing that
we depict many hydroiogicai processes in a few fixed parameters. Such a phenomenological
approach brings out general dynamic properties. In Lhis sense, we show how alternative sLates
and regime shifts result from a very simple flrst principIe, namely, feedback mechanisms. We
show that a mudei thaL has these feedback-s—and not much more than that—provides a more
plausibie description of observed data. In doing so we aim to highlight key properties that
water resenoir share with olher socio-environmental systems, which can contribute to ful[y
fledged modeis.
Ln this study we focused on a speciftc resenoir, the Cantarem system in the metropolitan
area of São Paulo. Let us now elaborate on this specific case. Signais of beiow lhe average rain
falI were presem sioce mid-2013, with corresponding decrease mn water mnflow. The conditional
variance increased steadily in the very beginning of 2014, indicating an ongoing regime shift.
whereas the outflow was kept at 31.3
The average inflow rate in Januaq’ 2014 was 15.7
rn3)s, a very unusual deflcit for the rainy season in the region. Actually, lhe 30-day moving
average of mnflows and outflows presented deflcits continually froin May 2013 tu Febnla!y
2015. contraiy to the recurrent pattern of the period from December-May, which always had
greater inflows than outflows. The operators began decrementing releases only in March 2014,
and ata pace that was noL enough to bring back the system lo the normal operating conditions.
The obvious question is why the management policies could not avoid the coilapse of lhe sys
tem. Dfflcial documents available lo the public [20] show that the Brazilian Water Agency
(ANA) and lhe São Paulo StaLe \Vater Department (DAEE) agreed that operators (SABESP and
other vater companies) could take up lo 36 ? r’ ofwater from lhe Cantareira system. ‘lhe
agreement also inciuded a reservoir mie curve that prescribed maximum allowed withdrawals
according lo the stored volume of the system. These were not respected since January 2014.
Even iftbe limits were met, they were probably 100 loose. For instance, lhe outflow allowed for
the niny months of November/December 2014 wouid be 27 n? fI even ifthe operationa]
capacity had been compieLely depieted. Since March 2014, ANA and DAFE abandoned the mie
curve and adopted tighler limils. The maximum values have been negotiated periodically, and
are currenUy 17.5 m3 f1 (June-August 2015) and 13.5 rir3 s (September-Novemher2øl5).
Nevertheless, the Nalional Cenler for Suiveillance of Natural Disaslers (hitp.//www.cemaden.
gov.br/) forecasts that Lhe CanLareira system will slay below its operational capacity at Ieast
until Lhe beginning of2016.
In summary, our resuks and our study case show that the management of reservoirs should
take alternative regimes mIo account and avoid a transilion to low-volume regimes. Failing lo
do so represents a prolongaled burden, extending well beyond the period of anomalous rainfall,
because outllow has lo be kept as low as possible until a backwards lransition occurs. Therefore
managers should um as another feedback mechanism in the socio-environmental system that
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keeps it in the desired regime notwithstanding eternal forces like climate anomalies. Tn not
doing so, managers of the Cantareira system acted like une more external force that pushed the
reservoir to a catastrophic shift.

Data Sets
Data for Lhe time series of stored water volume in We inain reservoir system of São Paulo State
(Cantareira) and for the corresponding rainfall index were obtained from Lhe São Paulo Water
Company (SABESP) database, which can de accessed at Iittp://www2.sahcsp.com.br/
mananciais/DivuluacuoSiteSabesp.aspx. Data for the inflow and outflow were obtained írom
http:/fw’v2.sabesp.combr/mananciais/DivulgacaopLj.aspx and processed through Optical
Character Recognition (OCR) sofpvare. Starting Janua’ l5th, 2015, a more convenient tool
has beco provided by SABESP at htlp:/fsilc.sahcsp.com.br/site/inlerna/Det’ault.aspx?secaold=
553. AlI data and codes used in the analyses are available at (https:f/github.com/cantareira/
plos.
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Correlation doesn’t imply causation
Posted bykelman on 22 Sep 2015 atOO:23 GMT

This paper starls showing that there is a positive correlation belween infiow and storage. This is obvious for
those familiar with the equation of continuity. They know that inflow causes storage. Bul the other way
around slorage causing inflow as proposed by the authors, isn’t necessadly twe. One of lhe first things
one leams in a statistics class is that correlation doesnt imply causation.
As observed by the authors, the wetler the catchment the more of lhe rainfall is converled in mnoff wate(.
Using the authors’ notalion, this means that the inflow r into lhe reseivoir is nol only a function of the rainfali
R, bul also of lhe waler stored in lhe catchmenl, mostly in the sou, C. That is lhe inflow can be represenled
as r(C,R).
The aulhors “postulate lhal the volume of water slored in lhe reservoir is a surrogate for lhe drainage basin
condition”. Thal is, they use r (V,R) ratherthan r(C,R) in the continuity equalion of lhe reservoir. In their
words: “inflow depends not only on rainfali, but also on volume... we propose that reservoirwater-volume is
subject to drastic regime changes due lo the underlying bistabilily of the system. Bistabilily is lhe condition
in which there are aI least two possible stalionary slates of a syslem for the same set of parameters. In our
case, lhe parameler is rainfali and lhe vadable thal may assume lwo possibie altemalive stable siales is
lhe volume of water stored in lhe reservoir. If lhe reservoir is at high leveis lhe catchment has more stored
waler and lhus more of lhe rainfall wiIl flow into the reservoir. On the olher hand, for low water leveis the
most obvious change is lhat much of the water is absorbed by dry sou and lhus a lower proportion of rainfali
becomes stored water in lhe reservoi(. This is lhe core of lhe authors’ claim of a nonhinear feedback.
In fact, if lhe reservoir is at high levei, the catchment may have or may nol have more stored water,
depending on lhe previous decisions about outfiow, which in turn depend on the water demand and on the
status of the other water producing systems of the Melropolilan Region. in case the catchment has indeed
more stored water, probably lhe mean infiltration rate wihi be smalier and more rainfaN wili be converled into
runoff, as suggested by the aulhors. On the olher hand, the high levei of the reservoir decreases lhe
gradient of lhe water tabie, and therefore lhe groundwater flow from lhe marginal land mIo lhe reservoir
(Darcy equation).
Conceptually, lhe emptying of the reservoir could cause a nonlinear sink effect in lhe surrounding
groundwaler as il is the case, for example, when lhe pumping rale in one or more wells surpasses recharge.
resulling on iowedng lhe water lable of lhe non-conflned aquifer and, eventualiy, to a new equihbrium
regime.
In order lo evaluate whether an analogous phenomenon exisls in lhe Cantareira case, il wouid be necessary
lo modei lhe reservoir groundwaler relalionship. This was nol done by lhe aulhors neilher by lhis
commenlalor. However it is fair lo assume lhal in this particular case lhe feedback mechanism is negligibie
because lhe maximum surface areas of the reservoirs is only 4% of the total calchmenl area. Therefore, lhe
occurrence of lhe lwo equilibrium regimes in lhe Canlareira case doesn’l seem lo be grounded on lhe
physicai realily.
The aulhors’ allempted lo compare lwo modeling oplions: one with and lhe olher wilhoul lhe feedback
mechanism. They lded to fil lhe modeis tolhe obseived daily sedes in the lime inlervai from May 31, 2014
lo May 31, 2015. However lhey failed lodoso “because simullaneous filling of ali five paramelers did nol
converge, or provided unreasonable estimates”. Nevertheless lhey wenl forward wilh lhe compadson using a
cumbersome estimalion procedure and adding while noise mIo lhe equalion. Thal is, they used a slochaslic
model lo produce Monte Cano simulations. Based on lhis difficull4o-reproduce approach, lhey gol “5000
numenical simuialions of each model, wilh paramelers sampied from lhe posterior distribution of lhe
Bayesian particie filter eslimalion”.
The resulls were displayed in Figure 8.
According lo lhe authors, “the model that does nol take mIo account lhe effect of volume on mnflow
undereslimaled lhe slored volume in mosl of lhe pedod, and did nol predicl lhe increase and furlher
—
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—
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stabilization of stored volume since February 2015. The belterfil supports the hypothesis that the ratio of
inflow to rainfall depends on lhe volume. This feedback is caused by the interaction between rainfall and
stored volume, a surrogate of lhe hydrological state of the catchment. This, in tum, substantiates our
statement about lhe exislence of alternative slates due to a feedback process’.
In realily the stabilizalion of stored volume since February 2015 was dueto a radical reduction on the
reservoir outflow, decided by Sabesp (the reservoir operator). This could only be achieved because Sabesp
had just finished the constwction of several interconneclions in the water disldbution system of the
Metropolitan Region aiming to increase the operational flexibilily. lt was a manmade phenomenon lhat
certainly could not be modeled based on natural processes.
In addition, the differences between the black, orange and blue lines don’t seem to be relevant. What really
sthkes the reader is the widening of the blue shaded area, starting on Febwary 2015. This means thal,
according to the model proposed by lhe authors, there is a huge uncedainty regarding storage. Therefore,
even if the model was based on a physically sound assumption, it would be of little help for actual decision
making. This is what lhe authors suggest in some parIs of lhe paper, liRe for example .in this work we are
interested in charactehzing the regime shift rather than anticipating iV’.
Nevertheless, in the concluding remarks, the authors say thal “our results and our study case show that the
managemenl of reservoirs should take alternative regimes into account and avoid a transition to low-volume
regimes. Failing lo do so represents a prolongated burden, extending well beyond the pedod of anomalous
rainfali, because oulflow has to be kept as low as possible until a backwards transition occurs. Therefore
managers should ad as another feedback mechanism in the socio-environmental system that keeps il in
the desired regime notwilhstanding extemal forces like climate anomalies. In foI doing so, managers of the
Cantareira system acted like one more extemal force thal pushed lhe reservoir lo a calastrophic shift”.
That is, based on a debalable model, to say the least. the authors proclaim lhe occurrence of a calastrophic
shift in lhe Cantareira. Furthermore, they suggesl that managers of lhe Canlareira system conthbuled lo this
alleged catastrophe.
In realily what is happening in lhe Cantareira isn’l the consequence of the trapping of lhe syslem in a low
stable levei. II is just lhe result of a rare hydrological evenl. lndeed, if one chooses a normal disthbulion to
madel lhe annual inflow to the Cantareira reservoirs which is a reasonable assumplion in view of the
Central Umit Theorem and uses dala from 1930 lo 2013 to estimate the parameters, lhe eslimaled
prabability of an annual inflow equal or smaller of aclually occurred in 2014 would be 0.004 (recurrence
interval of 250 years).
The fact of lhe malter is lhal, under uncertainly il is extremely difficult for any Govemment la diverl much
needed financial resources from education, secuhty and health of lhe population in arder lo build
infraslructure capable of endudng very unlikely events. Monday moming quarterbacks doni have lhis
pra blem.
‘. .
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We weicome comments about our work and are glad to publiciy discuss them in an academic forum.
The debate on scientific research relevant te policy decisions is a much-needed step to reduce the
huge research-implementation gap that plagues environmental policies in Brazil (Pardini et ai. 2013).
Jerson Keiman disagrees with our central thesis that the Cantareira system went through a
catastrophic transition to a low-efficiency regime. In what follows we wiH discuss the criticisms that
were raised and, besides clarifying several technicai points, we willl show that they are either unsound
or just show a iack of familiahty with the state-of-the-art in statistical modeiling. We conciude upholding
our point that critical transitions must be taken into account in managing water reservoirs. For the
benefit of the readers we also provide references te standard texts in the area.
Our paper provides three lines of evidence for the occurrence of a criticai transition in the Cantareira
system: (1) a correialion between stored volume and rainíall/inflow ratio, (2) stalisticai indicators of
transitions in the time sedes of stored water volume, and (3) a íit of a phenomenological modei to data.
ri this comment we first answer to the concems raised by Kelman on evidence lines 1 and 3. We then
elaborate on the evidences not evaluated by Keiman, as we think that lhe lhree hnes altogether provide
a strong argument for the existence of a transition.

On ffie role of correiation in our results
Keiman incorrectly claims that we used a correlation between infiow and storage. Actually we proposed
that storage is correlated with catchment efficiency infiow/rainfaN, not infiow rate. Figure 2 clearly
shows that this was the case in the Cantareira system. That “correlation does not imply causation” is
an unnecessary truism in a debate among expedenced users of statistics. Nevertheless we state
cleady the purpose of seeking the correiation (emphasis added) “[..] in order to proceed in a simpler
way, we postulate that the volume of water stored in the resewoir is a surrogatefor the drainage basin
condition. To verit that this is a sound assumption, we show in Fig 2 the ratio of water infíow to the
rainfall in the Cantareim resewoir as a function of the volume’. Once the assumption is vedfied, we
proceeded by building a phenomenologicai model based on the observed correiation. Hence, lhe model
does not depend on causation hnks between volume and efficiency, oniy on the validity of the volume
as a surrogate of catchment condition for the case study, which is guaranteed by the correiation
between them.
-

On modei fiffing and modei selection
The concerns raised by Keiman about our statistical models suggest lhal our methods may be novel
for part of the readers, and thus some technicai details may need further cladfication. in this section
we give additional information on the underlying iogic and robustness of our statisticai approaches.
The model-based inference we used is a well grounded reasoning lo link theory to data through
statistical modelling (Edwards 1972, Bumham & Anderson 2002). Once each hypothesis is translated
into a statistical model, log-likelihood ratios are used to express lhe suppod lhat the data provides to
one model vis a vis the competing ones. So, the criterion to compare modeis is not simply looking ai
the curves, which is obviously subjective, but using the log-likelihood ralio, reported in the text and
obtained from Tabie 1. In lhis case, this ratio was of 12.11, which means that the modei which
includes the rainfaN x volume interaction was exp(12.11)181679 limes more plausible lhan the
competing one.
Our fitling procedure is not a “cumbersome” or “difficult-to-reproduce approach”, it is cutting-edge
statistics. Furlhermore, ouranaiyses were ran in R, a powerfui slatisticai programming environment
ais
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which is widely used in apphed scientific research. A large academic community woridwide uses R lo
make the iatest stalislical methods accessibie in the form of open source code. The R packages we
used were developed by Ieading researchers in statistical indicators of crilical lransitions (Dakos et ai.
2012) and stochastic dynamic modeis (King et ai. 2009). This code-sharing cuiture and many specific
toois make R fuily compliant lo reproducible research. Accordingiy, our resuits can be checked and
reproduced by mnning lhe R codes we made availabie at https://github.com/canlar... as mentioned in
lhe “Data sets” section of the paper.
To fit lhe competing modeis, we estimaled lhe lhree parameters of grealesl inlerest, afler fixing lhe
remaining two te reasonable values, a rather simple approach that is quite justified lo fit many
parameter modeis. We inciuded white noise in the modeis to represenl stochastic fiuctualions of lhe
system itseif. Hence, the noise parameler expresses process uncertainly, in conlrast to measurement
errors, that are expressed by a separaled parameter. To do so, we benefiled from recent advances in
fitting and evalualing parliauy observed Markovian processes (POMP) (hltp://kingaa.gilhub.io/p...). An
inleresting side-effect of using POMP modeis was noted by Keiman, thal points out that the seiecled
modei predicts “a hugo uncertainty regarding storage”. in our modei, mosl of lhis uncertainty is due lo
lhe process and nol lo the measurement error, suggesting that environmental stochasticity shoutd be
laken mIo account in decision making, mnstead of being biamed or ignored. Finauy, the comment thal”
[the reduction of outflow] was a manmade phenomenon that cedain!y could not bo mod&ed based on
natural processes” suggests lhat Keiman did not undersland that lhe oulfiow term in our modeis is
simpiy lhe empidcal data pubhciy provided by SABESP. Any intervention by SABESP was aiready
present in our modal and is nol, by ilself, sufficienl lo provide an expianation to lhe data.

On indicators of critical transitions
Another slrong evidence we present is lhe peak in lhe condilional vadance shown in Fig 4 and
explained in delail in the seclion “Modal independenl resuils”. Keiman asserls lhat no cdtical transition
has taken piace, by attempting to erode lhe ralionaie behind lhe feedback assumed by our
deterministic and slochastic modeis. However, he did not tackie this resuil, which does not reiy on a
particular postuialed feedback, mechanistic or olherwise. This kind of peak is typicai of phase
Iransitions and cannol simpiy be ignored or alldbuled lo some kind of dry speil. An easy enlrance poinl
lo lhe vast hterature on this lopic can be found in lhe book by Scheffer (2009), whiie the references for
lhe more recenl deveiopmenls and lechniques are cited in lhe papar.

Conciuding remarks
According to Keiman, whal happened in lhe Canlareira syslem “is just the result of a raro hydmlogical
ovent” namely, an unusuaily iow infiow in 2014. This amounls lo exciusiveiy biame bad fortune for lhe
water supply crisis. As rare as this event might be, and exacl probabililies are stNIl a maller for furlher
debate, our poinl is thal il did happen, and lherefore requires an expianation. Rare evenls are not
always unprediclable, and lhe besl way to avoid lhem is to understand them. Science’s role is lo learn
how and why such events occur, and thus lhe use of expressions Iike “Monday moming quarterbacks
don’t have this pmblem” hides a misconception and diverts the atlention both from scienlific
discussion and from lhe assessment of responsibihties. it goes wilhoul saying thal PLoS One is not a
venue for expressions of that kind.
We indeed provided an explanation lo the observed phenomenon cdtical transitions lo a Iow-efficiency
slale aiong with evidences lhal such a transilion took piace. in our paper we poinled out lhal
operators of lhe Canlareira system acted as one of the forces in the socio-environmenlal syslem thal
pushed il to the transilion. We do not know if lhey were aware of lhe risk of a calastrophic shift aI thal
time, bul from now on they can be. So we hope that our paper and lhis commenl wiII encourage
managers of water reservoirs lo consider crilicai Iransitions when laking decisions and to implement
-

-
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strategies to avoid them.
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On the possibility of avoiding the transition reducing water
withdrawal
Posted by kelman cri 07 Oct 2015 at 10:49 GMT

In my earlier comment, 1 disagreed with the proposition that reducing water withdraw from the reservoirs of
lhe Cantareira system would alter significantiy the amount of water in lhe catchment (C). Therefore, a
transition lo a iower efficiency state, even if such phenornenon existed, would not result frnrn a fauity
operation mie. The authors answered saying that as lhe reseivoir outflow is of the sarne magnitude of the
olhar two main natural fIowa in lhe Cantareira catchment,
II is reasonable that the reservoir outfIowa
participate in an important way in lhe water balance in this system, and more importantly so lhe iower lhe
rainfali. Hence nol reducing water withdrawai before the Iransilion conthbuted to its unfolding”. 1 agree that
lhe reservoir outflow participate in an important way in the waler balance of lhe reservoir system. However,
lhis doesn’t mean that the reservoir outflow is relevant in the water balance of the catchment. This remains
lo be proved.
...
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